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Abstract: This paper aims to develop a Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis system for the holy Quran recitation, to properly helps reciters and facilitates its use. In this work, the unit selection method is adopted and improved to reach a good speech quality. The proposed approach consists mainly of two steps. In the first one, an Expert System (ES) module is integrated by employing Arabic, Quran language, phonetic and phonological features. This part was considered as a preselection to optimize the synthesis algorithm's speed. The second step is the final selection of units by minimizing a concatenation cost function and a forward-backward dynamic programming search. The system is evaluated by native and non-native Arabic speakers. The results show that the goal of a correct Quran recitation by respecting its reading rules was reached, with 97 % of speech intelligibility and 72.13% of naturalness.
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1. Introduction
Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis is the process of artificial conversion of a digital text into speech. It is integrated as a module in many human-machine interaction systems, such as alarms, talking devices, or assistance systems for handicapped persons. Nowadays, digital Quran is a term adopted in several applications mostly when it comes to its reading, teaching its recitation rules, or authentication [9, 20]. The dedicated systems for Quran recitation consist mainly of commercial devices, like Quran reading pen, mobiles, and web software [19]. Generally, these applications based on recording and storing all the Quran surahs, chapters, and Verses, and limit the user to listen by word or by a complete verse. Hence, our main goal is to overcome these limitations using speech synthesis technology. The Development of a Holy Quran Text-To-Speech (HQ_TTS) synthesis system may allow reducing the occupied memory space and gives users the freedom to choose the part they want to listen to. In speech synthesis, Unit Selection (US) is one of the adopted methods for its high speech quality in which it, generally, needs only basic speech processing. It is based on the concatenation of natural sound segments, called units, after they were selected from a large database. The performance of this method depends then, on the database richness and the selection algorithm efficiency [8, 15]. In that context, our contribution consists of enhancing the unit selection process by employing the Arabic language and Quran phonetic and phonological characteristics as tuning parameters. This is because of their high influence on the units acoustic and prosodic features [1, 4, 13]. To the best use of these characteristics in the selection process, a rule-based Expert System (ES) is developed. This ES is integrated into a contextual preselection step. After that, a forward-backward dynamic programming search is applied for the best selection of units to concatenate.

2. Related Works
To the best of our knowledge, no full speech synthesis research addressed the Holy Quran. However, HQ_TTS is considered as an Arabic TTS system, because the Quran is written and read in Arabic. The only difference is that its recitation requires other reading rules, in addition to, the ordinary ones in Arabic, called the Tajweed rules. With these additional rules, new phonemes appear, like the vowels with double and triple duration as the usual ones (the Madd). Besides, new phonetic and phonological phenomena may present (e.g., the emphasis, the assimilation, etc.).

TTS systems consist mainly of two parts: Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Digital Signal Processing (DSP). In NLP, the text is transcribed into phonetic writing, while DSP aims to generate speech from this phonetic representation. Arabic TTS systems have received considerable attention over the past two decades and research is still ongoing to improve them. Most of these works have been done in the NLP module that is considered a challenge in Arabic speech synthesis [4, 10]. This problem is caused by the lack of diacritical marks in the general used texts, in which they represent the vowels of this language. Despite the
natural speech quality that can give the Unit Selection Speech Synthesis (USSS) compared to the other methods. The research in the DSP module seems to focus on the Statistical Parametric Speech Synthesis (SPSS) [3, 12]. The lack of a standard and available Arabic database for speech synthesis may be a reason because it drives the researchers to make their ones like in [5, 18] which is not an easy task.

In other languages, like English, USSS has undergone significant progress since its development, twenty years ago, particularly in terms of selection algorithms. According to [2, 15], the unit features or their corresponding weights, involved in the selection process are some of the crucial factors for natural speech quality. In those works, several objectives, subjective or hybrid techniques were applied to tune the used unit features weights (e.g., Weight Space Search (WSS) and active interactive Genetic Algorithms (aiGAs)) [2]. Other studies rely on exploiting more unit features by the use of some machine learning techniques like Progressive neural networks [11].

Our work in this paper consists of developing a USSS system for the Quran recitation, named HQ_TTS. In this study we propose to employ the language phonetic and phonological features in the selection process, hence improving the speech quality. HQ_TTS is a software program developed using MATLAB. The block diagram of the HQ_TTS system is presented in Figure 1, while its main modules are detailed in the following sections.

**3. Text Processing**

The first HQ_TTS module starts with a text analysis step, that consists of defining the number and the type of inserted verses. So, after converting the text into numeric code (using MATLAB), the phrases to be synthesized are distinguished by the character “,” (a special character used for HQ_TTS system). Subsequently, the type of Quranic text is determined by defining “the Abbreviated letters” type that has a special reading way. These verses consist of a combination of one to five characters from 14 Arabic letters (just consonants) and appear at the beginning of 29 surahs, e.g.: “طَسْم”,”أَلر”, etc.,. They are recited by concatenating the pronunciation of each composing letter out of context, and they have no linguistic meaning, e.g.: “الر” = [ʔalif laam raא]?

After this analysis step, the text is transcribed into phonetic writing with the rule-based method and depending on the verse’s type [7]. This transcription method is also well known in translation systems like in [14]. The phonetic sequence is then analyzed and all its composing units are defined. Finally, a list of target units T is formed by coding and adding the contextual features of each unit as presented in Figures 2 and 3. The first two digits represent the word position in the sentence and the unit position in word respectively (beginning, in the middle or ending position). The remaining numbers are codes for the left and right phonemes respectively as detailed in [7].

\[
\text{"قل أَعُوذُ بِرَبِ اَلفَلَق"} \Leftrightarrow \text{text input} \Cr \text{Transcription} \Cr \{ \#qul !a3uu4ubirabbilfalaq_q# \}
\]

Defining the target units

\[
\text{Adding the contextual features codes} \Cr \text{T} = \{ \#q110031 ; \ldots ; \#q_q#332900 \}
\]

Figure 2. Text transcription and target units list formation steps of surah: El-falaq, verse: 1.

\[
\text{"الر"} \Cr \text{Transcription and defining the target units} \Cr \{ \#q ; \#i ; \#m ; \ldots ; \#q ; \#q# \}
\]

\[
\text{Adding the contextual features codes} \Cr \text{T} = \{ \#i10023 ; \#i120124 ; \#m32300 \}
\]

Figure 3. Text transcription and target units list formation steps of surah: Baqara, verse: 1.

**4. Unit Selection**

The unit selection block is the main part of the HQ_TTS system. It consists of searching in the database for the best units that suit the target list defined above. The database of HQ_TTS system contains 11070 different size sound units (diphones\(^1\) and polyphones\(^2\)) [7]. It was built from a real Quran recitation [16] by taking 3.85 % of the whole

---

\(^1\)Sound unit that extends from the stable part of the first phoneme to the stable part of the second one, including the transition between them.

\(^2\)A combination of three or more phonemes.
recordings. In this system, each verse type has its own selection process as follows:

4.1. Ordinary Verses Type

In this verse type, the selection algorithm starts with a search in the database for units that compose with the same phonemes as target ones. After that, they are structured as candidate units lists, and the best ones will be selected from these lists.

Contrary to previous works in USSS [2, 8, 15, 17], the selection process in this study is divided into two parts. The first one is a preselection step, based on the unit contextual features. Then, those chosen units become the new candidate units for the second step with a prosodic selection. Consequently, the algorithm time processing is reduced by minimizing the number of candidate units.

4.1.1. Contextual Preselection

The first selection step base on maximizing a target score function, calculated as the sum of four sub-scores (Equation (1)). The latter reflects the matching degree between each target unit \( t_i \) (from \( T \)) and its candidates \( u_i^j \) in the database. They are obtained by comparing the units contextual features (score for: the right context \( S_r(t_i, u_i^j) \); left context \( S_l(t_i, u_i^j) \); unit position in the word \( S_{pw}(t_i, u_i^j) \) and word position in the sentence \( S_{ps}(t_i, u_i^j) \)). In the end, candidate units with the highest score value are selected to be the new candidate units, \( < U_i > \), of the second step.

\[
< U_i >= \arg\max_j \left\{ S_r(t_i, u_i^j) + S_l(t_i, u_i^j) \right\} \\
\quad + S_{pw}(t_i, u_i^j) + S_{ps}(t_i, u_i^j)
\]

Where: \( i = 1: n \) (the number of units in the sentence); \( j = 1: m \) (the number of candidate units for the target \( i \)).

The efficiency of the unit selection process mostly depends on the number or type of features (contextual or acoustic), used to calculate the target score, as well as, how to equilibrate between these features [2, 15]. In this study, the choice was made by looking for the minimum number of features with the most influence.

Quran language is characterized by its phonetic and phonological phenomena such us: emphasis, Idgham (assimilation), Qalqalah, etc., These language characteristics depend on the phoneme type (vowel, emphatic consonant, occlusive consonant, etc.,) and influence on adjacent phonemes acoustic and prosodic features [1, 4, 13]. Therefore, the adjacent left and right phonemes are selected as features. As an example, Figure 4 presents the analysis of the vowel [a]. The latter is extracted from two similar contexts, two ending words of surah “El-Falaq” verses 1 and 2: [falaq],(part (b)) and [xalaq] (part (a)). It is clearly noted that the second formant, \( F_2 \), of the phoneme [a] begins with low values when it is preceded by the emphatic phoneme [x] (Figure 4-a).

By taking advantage of these language characteristics, we developed a rule-based ES to deal with the score assigning process. This ES takes the features of both target and candidate units as inputs and deduces the score to assign to the candidate one. Figure 5 presents the main components of the ES, with taking one of the target units resulted in Figure 2 as an example. The ES knowledge base (its rules and facts) consists of rules that control the unit acoustic features by its context and other Tajweed rules that were not applied in the transcription step.

![Figure 4. Analysis by spectrogram and audiogram of vowel [a].](image)

For each candidate unit feature, the inference engine of this ES starts with analyzing the unit neighbor phonemes and their characteristics (occlusive consonant, vowel in emphatic context, assimilated consonant, etc.,). Then, the scores assigned to the candidate unit depends on these characteristics influence on phonemes compared to the target one. In other words, if there is a full match in feature between the target and candidate unit, a maximum score is assigned. Otherwise, a lower or zero score is attributed. These scores depend if neighbor phonemes characteristics have the same, close, or no influence, as in the target unit.

![Figure 5. Block diagram of the developed expert system.](image)
4.1.2. Prosodic Selection

For each two successive candidate units from \(<U_i>\), a concatenation cost at that junction is calculated by a weighted sum of three sub costs. With empirical weights tuning, these sub costs are calculated at the concatenation point by the Euclidean distance between the units energy \(E(u_{i-1}^m, u_i^f)\), fundamental frequency \(F_0 F(u_{i-1}^m, u_i^f)\), and 12 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) \(mfc(u_{i-1}^m, u_i^f)\) values. Moreover, a penalty value \(f^l_i\) that depends on the unit type (vowel, voiced or unvoiced consonant), is added to the \(F_0\) distance in case of contradiction, e.g., at the concatenation point, one of the candidate units has an \(F_0\) value while the other does not.

After the cost calculation, the best unit chain is determined by a dynamic programming search through the units network. In each order (target unit position in the sentence), the best path \(p_i^l\) for unit \(u_i^l\) is defined by looking for minimum cost \(C_i^l\). As indicates Equation (2), this latter is calculated as the sum of the preceding order cost \(C_{i-1}^l\) and concatenation cost between the current and preceding order (for every two adjacent units in the stage) (2). After the final cost calculation \(C_{n+1}\), the units chain “forward chain” is formulated by backtracking through the units trellis diagram and following the paths \(p_i^l\), calculated as in Equation (3).

This step is called the forward process because it starts from the beginning units \(<u_1>\) to the ending ones \(<u_n>\) as shown in Figure 6 [5].

\[
C_i^l = \min \left\{ C_{i-1}^l + f_i^l + f^l_i \right\} = \min \left\{ C_{i-1}^l + f_i^l + f^l_i \right\}
\]

Where: \(m\) and \(k\) are the numbers of candidate units in the \(i^\text{th}\) and \(n^\text{th}\) order, respectively.

\[
p_i^l = \arg \min C_i^l
\]

For a better selection, another process is applied with a backward search and a second chain is formulated “the backward chain”. This second step follows the same way as the first one but in an opposite direction, i.e., starts with the \(n^\text{th}\) order units to the \(1^\text{st}\) order ones, and the cost calculation is from right to left. The final unit chain is decided after comparing the forward and backward chains. In each order, if the selected unit is the same in the two processes, that unit is chosen otherwise, the algorithm selects the unit with the minimum sum of its left cost (from the forward process) and right cost (from the backward process) [6].

4.2. Abbreviated Letters Verses

In the case of this exceptional verse type, a contextual selection is sufficient because all their letters combinations exist in our database (a total of 38 units). Therefore, the best units to be selected, \(<L>\), are those composed with the same letter (phonetically words) as target units and maximize the comparison score of three contextual features, position in the verse, left and right letters: \(S_b, S_i, S_{di}\) respectively (Equation (4)). These scores get the value “1” if the candidate unit’s feature match with the target one and “0” otherwise.

As example, the scores for the second target unit \(t_2 = 120124\) and the candidate \(l_2^t = 120110\) are \(S_p(t_2, l_2^t) = \{1, S_{rl}(t_2, l_2^t) = 0\}.

\[
< L > = \text{arg max} \left\{ S_b(t_i, l_i) + S_i(t_i, u_i) \right\}
\]

5. Waveforms Concatenation

In the sound generation phase, the selected units (waveforms samples) are concatenated without any specific processing. Although, because of the quality of the original sound used to build the database, just a little of intensity and sampling rate adjustment was made. We adopt this simple concatenation, to evaluate the performance of the selection process, without any sound processing. This speech modification can affect the speech quality, loss of some features, while the Quran recitation requires a good pronunciation of each sound (phoneme).

6. Test and Evaluation

HQ_TTS system was evaluated by testing the quality of synthesized speech, the correct recitation of Holy Quran verses (the Tajweed rules verification) and the whole system performance as follows:

6.1. Speech Quality

Synthetic speech quality was assessed by applying some subjective tests, as we believe that human perception gives the best judgment for a concatenative speech synthesis system, especially when the system is designed for that purpose. These tests were conducted
on the basis of the most important criteria in synthetic speech quality: its intelligibility and naturalness [18].

This evaluation was taken by 16 native Arabic speakers and 8 non-native Arabic speakers. Those evaluators were university students and teachers, aged between 25 and 50 from both genders (12 males and 12 females).

In the intelligibility test, five sentences (verses) and 10 words were used, in which the evaluators had to listen to each sentence/word and repeat what they heard. Meanwhile, we note intelligible if they pronounce correctly the targeted sentence/word, (verifying if they identify all the target phonemes), and not intelligible otherwise. The chosen verses composed of: the two main sentences in the Quran, (*Basmalah* and *Istiaadhah*), a pair of short and similar part of verses with two different phonemes [ʔal]azizzu lhakiim], [ʔal]azizzu rahiiim]) and another longer verse composed of 30 phonemes. The used words in this test were chosen with different lengths and phonemes variety. After that, the intelligibility percentage was calculated as the number of intelligible sentences/words devised by the total number.

The results give 95.41% of total word intelligibility and 100% for the sentence. Most of the tested words were recognized and pronounced correctly, except the words: [jaβxaʔ] and [ziitaaʔ] that gave intelligibility of 87.5% and 66.67% respectively. The evaluators also commented that the synthesized verses were easy to detect and they don’t show any doubt about them.

In the second test, the evaluators were asked to listen to 10 Quranic verses, then rated their satisfaction with the speech naturalness on a scale from 1 to 5 (very bad; bad; medium; good; very good). After that, the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is calculated. Table 1 indicates six of the tested verses that were common to all evaluators. They were chosen from the two types mentioned in section 4, with different lengths, contain various unit contexts, and with different percentages of use in the database building (e.g., sentence 5 is one of the sound records used to build the database, i.e., use of 100%). The remaining four verses were left to the evaluators choice, resulting in a total number of 70 different verses or part of it.

This quality test gives a total naturalness result of 74.46%, MOS=3.72, for the native Arabic speakers and 69.8%, MOS=3.49, for non-native Arabic speakers. The detailed result of the six common verses is presented as a box plot in Figure 7. It shows mixed results with good and medium speech naturalness. Table 2 shows that the free choice verses gave better results, in which more than 63.7% of the verses were rated “4” or higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Quranic verse</th>
<th>IPA code of the verse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[wa min jarri maflaasat fit naqadi]</td>
<td>[ʔal]azizzu lhakiim]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[salaq zaamun min ʔal]aʔal min kalfaxaaar]</td>
<td>[ʔal]azizzu rahiiim])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[wa]axaamaa minbum moomaasaaqan galiun]aa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[faβaraakaa illaai biidimii limilku wahuuna Valla kuli [jain] qadimi]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[ʔinna illaai kaafanan sawaʔan Yalajhum ʔaʔan-kartahuun ʔam lam tunirihuun laa ]aa mminunun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[kaaf haa jaa Vajj saad dukru rahmati rabba] Vabdahu zakarjaaaja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Common six verses used in the naturalness test, with their International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transcription.

![Figure 7. Naturalness results of the six common test verses.](image)

Table 2. Naturalness results of the free choice verses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sentence percentage (%)</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. System Performance and Tajweed Rules Realization

In the first test, we aimed to see the utility of dividing the selection process into two steps (contextual preselection+prosodic selection). In this context, we compared the synthesis time of the adopted approach with the traditional one presented in [2, 15, 17]. The latter is based on minimizing the sum of the target and concatenation costs together. The results presented in Figure 8 prove the necessity of this division in which the whole synthesis time was reduced. This time improvement does not depend on the length of the sentence but related to the number of candidate units in the final selection stage, which was dropped by the first one as shown in Figure 9. So, splitting the selection algorithm into two parts is very advantageous, especially with the double search application (forward-backward).
Results of this test show that the HQ_TTS fulfill well these rules in its recitation, in which 85 % of the choices were for the “no error is detected”. The remaining 15% was for “existence of some errors” in which few participants were confused about the exact Madd duration in some sentences, like verse 3.

7. Discussions

The comparison result in Figure 10 shows the clear preference of our proposed approach for score assigning over the aiGA technique. It proves that the use of the language phonetic and phonological features, via the ES, leads to a better selection of units, hence improving speech quality. The ES is also advantageous, as it does not require time to train its parameters, nor some evaluators to adjust it as the aiGA do. The percentage of preference (54%) is significantly good because sometimes the two compared techniques select almost the same units. Consequently, it becomes difficult to distinguish between the two synthesized sentences.

According to results presented in Figure 7, the HQ_TTS system synthesizes very well the verses used in the database building (such as verse 5). It also works better with short sentences. This is because the longer the sentence, the more concatenation effect between units is perceived. This constraint can be overcome by applying some speech enhancement techniques to those cases only. Compared to other works on Arabic speech synthesis [5, 12, 18], the total naturalness MOS of the HQ_TTS system is considered good and encouraging Especially with the addition of Tajweed rules that complicates the synthesis process (more sound variety to synthesize). Results, where the verse naturalness rated less than “3”, are due to the small number of variants in the database of some rare Arabic units (e.g., [iiiz]). The recording quality of the sounds in the database has also an important effect. Some essential sounds were originally bad and had a noise problem. To this day, they represent the only source with monotonous speech. So, by using a good database and well-recorded sounds the system’s accuracy will be improved. Actually, those verses were chosen, for the test, to determine the lowest score that the system can obtain. Fortunately, these results are not general and only occur in a few examples, which can be proven by the speech naturalness results of the free choice verses, as illustrated in Table 2.

The variance in the naturalness scores shown in Figure 7 can be explained by some evaluators high expectations, especially the non-native Arabic speakers. First, they are not familiar with synthetic speech. Second, some of them were comparing the quality of the verses recited by HQ_TTS to the ones they used to hear. This latter is not only well recorded but also pronounced with an artistic recitation style, a pleasant melody compared to the monotonous style of

Besides, another test was performed to check the effectiveness of our approach to integrate the ES in the unit selection process. In this evaluation, 20 other verses were synthesized using two different selection algorithms and the evaluators were asked to listen then choose the version with the best speech quality. The first algorithm uses the scores assigned by the developed ES. While in the second one, the unit selection base on trained scores using the active interactive Genetic Algorithm (aiGA), as proposed in [2]. Figure 10 presents the comparison results of this test, with a 54% preference of the selection algorithm that uses the score assigned by the ES.

During the speech quality tests, the evaluators were also asked about the correct recitation of the synthetic speech. After listening and analyzing each verse, they had to choose between three choices as a final judgment for the correct recitation of the HQ_TTS: “no error is detected,” “existence of some errors” or “the Tajweed rules are not well applied”. Besides that, they were able to comment about the Tajweed rules realization in each verse.

![Figure 8. Synthesis time for some test sentences using one and two selection steps.](Image)

![Figure 9. Last selection stage candidate units number for some test sentences using one and two selection steps.](Image)

![Figure 10. Comparison of speech quality between the ES and the aiGA scoring versions.](Image)
the HQ_TTS. From all the results we conclude that the speech quality can also slightly affect the Tajweed rules realization, as the duration problem pointed before, occurred in the sentence with a MOS less than “3” (verse 3).

HQ_TTS gives excellent sentence intelligibility results. We benefit from this advantage of the USSS method because we did not apply much signal modification that may affect the unit acoustic features, thus their correct pronunciation. From the word intelligibility results, it can be deduced that a little issue may occur while synthesizing a single word containing the phoneme [ʔ]. This is because of [ʔ] sound short duration that obstructs its identification. The sound [s] at the end of a word can be confused with [s] as in the test word [jabxas]. This is because the two sounds have the same articulation point with some common features. The word was also unpredictable (rarely used by the evaluators). Fortunately, those issues do not much affect the sentence intelligibility because they are rare cases and a Quranic verse can still be predicted even with a no identified phoneme. Moreover, it can be concluded based on the participant comments that the synthesized sentences were clear and easy to detect.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, a speech synthesis system for the Holy Quran recitation was developed. Using the unit selection method, the synthesis algorithm was improved by integrating the ES technology to tune the units’ features in the preselection step. After that, the best units are chosen through a final selection and forward-backward search.

The results conclude that the system intelligibility exceeds 97%, as well as a good speech naturalness of 72.13%. The correct recitation of the Holy Quran was achieved by the good realization of Tajweed rules. In addition, the occupied memory space was optimized, by using only 3.85% of the total Quran recording. This encourages us to integrate the system is small devices like phone applications.

Enriching the HQ_TTS system with other reciters and recitation styles will make it more interesting for users. This can be done by using a larger database or by adopting the latest hybrid USSS methods that stores speech models instead of sound units in the database, for less memory consumption. The developed system can also be used to synthesize an ordinary Arabic text by using the right database and modifying some transcription rules.
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